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Wastewater Field Operations

There were a total of 34 service calls for the month of February. Of these, 18 were

system-generated alarms, mostly by low vacuum detection at a vacuum station. The

system-generated alarms were addressed quickly by the field staff. The reports below detail the

remaining 16 calls.

Date Address Incident Response KLWTD
Issue

2/1/23 230 2nd Rd. Customer reported a
possible backup in

his house.

Tech found that the clean-out was dry, simulated the
Pit and everything was working as it should. Advised
the customer that she would need to call a plumber.

No

2/2/23 10750
County Rd

C905

Customer reported
that His Grinder

Pumps will not turn
on.

Tech found that the Grinder Pumps were private and
belong to the Crocodile Refuge. Advised the customer
that He would need to call a plumber.( Private system)

No

2/3/23 58 Andros
Rd

Customer that he
manhole in front of

His house was
covered with water

Tech found that the Hose that connects the Surge
Suppressor was bad, replaced the hose, simulated the

Pit, and put it back in service.

Yes

2/3/23 10 Lower
Matacumbe

Customer reported a
possible backup in

his house.

Tech found that the suction tube was broken. Replaced
the suction tube, simulated the pit, and put it back in

service.

Yes

2/4/23 104550 o/s
Hwy

(Rowell's
Marina)

Received a call from
Mike Dempsey about
the Pump Station not

working.

Tech found that the pumps were turned off. Tech called
Mike Dempsey and he instructed them to turn the

pumps on with the Monroe County Maintenance crew
that was there on site. This is a private system that is
owned and operated by Monroe County. The County

was having an event at this time.

No

2/6/23 145 Valois
Blvd

Customer reported a
possible backup in

his house.

Tech found that the Grinder Pump that is owned and
maintained by K.L.W.T.D. was working as it should.

Advised the Homeowner that She would need to call a
plumber.

No

2/8/23 135 Harbor
Dr.

Customer reported a
possible backup in

her house.

Tech found that everything was working as it should.
Advised the Homeowner that She would need to call a

plumber. ( Homeowner issue).

No
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2/10/23 18 Coconut
Dr.

Customer reported a
possible backup in

his house.

Tech found that the Surge Suppressor was clogged,
cleaned the Surge Suppressor, simulated the Pit and

everything was working as it should.

Yes

2/11/23 49
Buttonwood

Dr.

Townsend Plumbing
reported a possible

backup.

Tech found that everything was working as it should.
Advised the Homeowner that She would need to call a

plumber

No

2/12/23 49 Jean
Lafitte Dr.

Customer reported
that the Air Terminal
in front of Her house

was making noise.

Tech found that the Controller was bad, Tech replaced
the Controller, simulated the pit, and put it back in

service.

Yes

2/13/23 201 Ryan
Ave

Customer reported
that her toilets were

not draining.

Tech found that everything was working as it should
and advised the homeowner that she would need to

call a plumber. (Homeowners Issue).

No

2/14/23 844 Ellen Dr. Customer reported
that the Pit in front

of His house had
water on the rim.

Tech found that the Pit was working and the water was
standing water on the top of the Pit.

No

2/17/23 75 Jean
Lafitte Dr.

Customer reported
that His toilets were

dry and could smell a
sulfur odor in His

house.

Tech found the Pit was firing more than normal, crews
put a camera in the lateral and found a fitting that was

not installed correctly during construction and was
leaking. Made repairs to the lateral, simulated the pit,

and put it back in service.

Yes

2/18/23 5 Sexton
Way

Customer called to
report a backup at

His house.

Tech found that the Surge Suppressor was dirty,
Cleaned the Surge Suppressor, simulated the Pit, and

put it back in service.

Yes

2/21/23 92661 O/S
Hwy

Manager of Dairy
Queen called to

report that a car had
damaged the
Dedicated Air

Terminal in front.

Tech found that the Air Terminal was damaged by a car
and replaced it with a new one.

Yes

2/26/23 102770 O/S
Hwy

Manager of The Lazy
Lobster called to

report backup in the
restaurant.

This is a private system. Tech advised the Manager that
He would need to call a plumber.

No
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